
 

 

 

 

 

Abstract—In this paper initial experiences are presented on 

implementing specific methodology of affective intervention 

design (AFFINT) for development of affect-aware educational 

video games. In the described experiment, 10 student teams 

are to develop affect-aware educational video games using 

AFFINT to formalize the whole process. Although all projects 

are still in progress, first observations and conclusions may 

already be presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

FFECTIVE computing is an emerging field of 

computer science that deals with human affects. As 

affective applications try to automatically recognize, 

interpret and react to human emotions, their development 

demands interdisciplinary research incorporating not only 

computer vision or pattern recognition but also human 

behavior studies such as psychology and cognitive science. 

If such affective awareness is built into an application to 

extend its functionality, it is called affect-aware; in 

contrary, the primary goal of affective applications is 

focused on human emotions. The concept and potential of 

affective and affect-aware applications may be effectively 

exploited in the nearest future in many fields, such as 

healthcare, education, entertainment etc.  

Video games seem to be among the most natural 

application area of affect-aware concept. Practically all 

entertainment provided by video games to a player is 

somehow based on his or her emotions. It is usually 

informally introduced into the game at its development 

stage based on the assumed model of so-called 

representative player. Unfortunately, such a static approach 

does not take into account that each player differs to a 

certain extent from that averaged model and, more 

importantly, a player’s affective state can dynamically 

change, even radically, from session to session making it 

almost impossible to predict the current emotions at the 
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development stage. That is why, it is so important to create 

at the development stage emotional model of the player and 

implement some methods of emotion recognition or 

estimation. 

Unfortunately, there are no standards of development 

affective or affect-aware software. Existing methodologies 

of software engineering have no intrinsic rules or templates 

that would enable development of affect-aware or affective 

applications. Recently, a new methodology of affective 

intervention design (AFFINT) has been proposed [1] for 

development of affect-aware intelligent systems. The 

proposed process consists of 10 development steps with a 

predefined order of their implementation. The practical 

implementation of AFFINT process have been explained 

using three case studies of Gerda tutoring system and two 

prototype affect-aware video games.  

Despite the exhaustive description of AFFINT process 

and given case studies the question arise whether it is 

already ripe enough to be directly used by software 

engineers to develop affect-aware and affective applications. 

In this paper, the initial experiences are described of using 

AFFINT process in development of 14 prototype affect-

aware educational video games. Although, games are 

developed for different platforms and using different 

technologies their common denominator is their educational 

aspect and mandatory use of AFFINT. Gathered 

programmers experiences allow to supplement AFFINT 

description with some practical comments and examples. 

II. BACKGROUND 

In general, the main goal of adding affect-awareness into 

any software is to enhance its primary purpose, or 

functionality, by adjusting some of its elements to the 

current emotional state of the user. Such modification of a 

system behavior according to the user’s affective state is 

called affective intervention. There are possible different 

aims of such affective intervention, depending on such 

aspects as the application area, the system goal etc. For 

example, an educational program may try to keep the user 

in the so called flow state that provides the best learning 
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effects [2]. In contrary, a video game do not always has to 

keep the player in a specific emotional state; instead, it can 

adapt the gameplay, especially its difficulty, to give the 

player the best playing experience at the moment [3].  

In order to effectively implement affect-aware 

functionality in any application software engineers have to 

formally define affect model of its user and affective 

intervention model. The first model defines what emotional 

states of the user are taken into consideration, while the 

second one defines conditions and realization way of the 

performed affective intervention [1]. What is the most 

important these models have to be defined in the very early 

development stage of software development, regardless the 

methodology used. Such approach guarantees that affect-

awareness is taken into account already in the project phase 

preventing from adding affect-awareness as additional 

feature to already developed application. 

Unfortunately, there are no specific software development 

methodologies defined for development of affect-aware of 

affective applications and AFFINT process is the only 

formalized proposition enabling the design and evaluation 

of affective intervention models [1]. Affect-aware and 

affective software is obviously dependent on various 

methods of recognition or estimation of user’s emotion. 
Such methods may use, in general, different input channels 

according to different ways of emotions’ expressing [4]. The 

most frequently used emotion recognition methods include: 

 facial expression recognition (FER) based on video 

input channel [5], thermovision or depth sensors[6]; 

 voice analysis based on audio channel [7]; 

 analysis of physiological signals such as heart rate or 

skin conductance [8][9]; 

 textual input analysis in using a system interface [10]; 

 analysis of different behavioral patterns in using 

standard input devices such as mouse, keyboard, and 

pad [11][12]; 

 analysis of the current user’s progress within the 
application, e.g. in a quiz or gameplay, and 

additional application events, such time lapse, new 

challenge [3].  

Although these methods can be used alone, better results 

are usually obtained by fusing information from diverse 

input channels (early fusion) or different methods and 

algorithms (late fusion) [13].  

The second element of affective and affect-aware 

software is affective intervention, which is a program 

response to the recognized emotional state of a user. There 

are many studies concerning affective phenomena in 

human-computer interaction (HCI). They focus on many 

different aspects, such as defining users’ emotional states 

appearing during satisfying and unsatisfying experiences 

with applications [14], using affective interventions to 

reduce users’ frustration [15] and increase their efficiency 

in the performed tasks in particular application domain, e.g. 

e-learning.  

Another group of publications focuses on design and 

evaluation of affective applications and their affective 

interfaces and interactions [16]. Many studies emphasize 

the fact that abandoning the concept of a 'standard user' (or 

player for video games) in favor of adaptive affective 

approach often leads to greater users’ satisfaction and more 
efficient and effective performance of their tasks [3][16]. On 

the other side, affective interventions must be subject to 

certain rules, restrictions and limitations concerning their 

frequency or influence upon the user [17]. Such rules allow 

combining emotion recognition methods and affective 

interventions into affective feedback loop.  

III. AFFINT PROCESS 

AFFINT approach proposes a ten-step process that 

formalizes incorporation of affect-awareness into the 

software development methodology [1]. These ten activities 

are numbered in the desired application order and mapped 

into the four stages of system development (Fig.1):  

I. System definition consisted of three activities: 

1) Application goals and tasks that should be supported 

by affective subsystem;  

3) Available input channels in application environment 

that can be used by emotion recognition or 

estimation algorithms; 

6) Available output channels in application interface 

metaphor that can give the user a feedback about the 

recognized user’s emotional state or the performed 
affective intervention;  

II. Affective intervention solution set that includes: 

2) Effective emotional activations that defines a subset of 

user’s emotional states that are optimal to reach the 

application’s goals; 
4) Available emotion recognition solutions and 

representation models that can be used in the 

application; 

7) Possible affective interventions of an application that 

define list of possible scenarios;  

III. Affective intervention model layer that comprises: 

5) Emotion recognition granularity and methods that 

define the specific emotion representation model and 

characteristics to be used in emotion recognition;  

8) Affective intervention triggering rules that binds 

possible emotional states of the user with affective 

interventions;  

9) Affective intervention constraint rules that limits the 

frequency and scale of affective interventions to 

create less artificial human-computer interaction; 

IV. Evaluation of intervention model layer containing 

10) Validation with end users, which is a natural 

assessment of application’s quality. 
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As the proposed order of performing particular activities 

is not absolute within each layer, additional precedence, or 

dependence, relations are proposed to ensure their proper 

and logical sequence (Fig.1). The detailed description of 

AFFINT is available in [1]. 

 

Fig.  1 AFFINT process of affective intervention design (arrows indicate 

precedence) [1] 

IV. EXPERIMENT ASSUMPTIONS 

Although AFFINT process and its three case studies have 

been described in details, its applicability in practical 

software projects remains unknown. Three important 

questions have to be answered. Firstly, whether the AFFINT 

process is general enough that it can be used in wide 

spectrum of affective and affect-aware applications? 

Secondly, whether its description is sufficiently 

comprehensive, detailed and coherent to be easily followed 

be software engineers for such applications? Finally, is the 

proposed order of defined activities correct and how it 

should be mapped into development stages of different 

software development technologies?  

An exhaustive answer to all these questions demands in-

depth analysis of many different projects developed in 

different fields of applications using different methodologies 

of software engineering. This paper describes the first of 

series of planned experiments. In this experiment, 10 

groups of experienced IT students at Gdańsk University of 
Technology (GUT) were given a task of designing and 

developing an affect-aware educational video game during a 

one-semester project within Interactive Multimedia Systems 

course. Narrowing the topic allows to focus on the second 

and the third of the asked questions, e.g. easiness of 

AFFIT’s implementing in his specific domain by software 

engineers with no previous experience in affective 

computing. 

All participating groups were allowed to choose the main 

target platform of the game, their preferred development 

environment and, of course, to design their own concept of 

the game. One additional requirement of using specific 

Emotion Recognition Framework (ERF) [3] was bound to 

PC target platform. Finally, four teams decided to develop a 

game for PC platform, three teams target at mobile devices 

(with Android system), and two groups decided to develop 

web applications (Table I). Almost all teams preferred to 

use Unity 3D environment, except one team whose 

members decided to use Phaser framework. These choices 

where made mainly based on their knowledge of particular 

environments. Additional advantages of Unity taken into 

account were its popularity and the fact that it allows 

deploying the same project to different target platform with 

relative easiness.   

V. VALIDATION OF AFFINT PROCESS 

All teams’ members participated in a special lecture 
dedicated to affective computing, video games and 

educational software. This allowed to specify the general 

characteristics, goals, limitations, and minimum 

requirements. With this background, students were given 

the article [1] describing the AFFINT process to verify 

whether the given description and case studies provide a 

sufficient basis for its direct implementation. Due to the 

short time of the project, the development process has been 

arbitrarily divided into four reported stages, namely 

Requirements Specification (RS), Game Concept and 

Design (GCD), Implementation and Tests (IT), Verification 

of Requirements and Product Validation (VRPV). Within 

the experiment, all teams were to map and to define 

particular AFFINT activities into these stages on their own.  

Unfortunately, most teams reported that despite the 

detailed description, they still had some doubts and 

questions. The most important problem was that the 

suggested order of implementing particular activities is not 

always obvious and possible to follow. For example, it was 

quite easy to define some elements of the activity 5 (e.g. 

emotion recognition granularity) at the GCD or even RS 

stage, while proper identification of available emotion 

TABLE I. 

PROJECT DECISIONS ON TARGET PLATFORM  

AND DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 

Target platform Development 

Environment 

Number 

of teams 

PC (Windows) Unity 5 

Mobile (Android) Unity 3 

Web (HTML5) 
Unity 1 

Phaser framework 1 
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recognition solutions demands sometimes in-depth studies 

that postpone reaching another development phase. 

All these problems indicated that design and 

development of affect-aware applications, even using formal 

and detailed AFFINT model, requires some knowledge and 

experience in the field of affective computing. In this 

experiment, additional training lectures were offered to the 

students as well as individual tutoring for each project. This 

allowed to overcome most initial difficulties and problems 

with proper definition of AFFINT activities. In order to deal 

with some knowledge gaps at the early stages of the project, 

an incremental approach was accepted, that will allow to 

extend or even modify previously defined AFFINT activities 

when new information becomes available. 

After two first stages of video games’ development, some 

interesting observations and conclusions may be drawn 

from using AFFINT process in the described experiment. 

Definition of activities 1-3 & 6 was quite easy and natural. 

Application goals and tasks (act.1) are strictly bound to the 

specific concept of the application. For the definition of 

effective emotional activations (act.2), all teams, except one, 

assumed usage of one axis of the Pleasure-Arousal-

Dominance (PAD) emotional space. It significantly 

simplified the description of users’ emotions by using single 

variable with negative and positive values. All these teams 

defined exactly three recognized emotions: positive (e.g. 

joy), zero (neutral), and negative one (e.g. sadness). One 

team assumed usage of two axes (PA) and recognition of 

five emotions, but subject to possible reducing after initial 

tests of recognition methods. 

All teams targeting at PC platform planned to use video 

as a base input channel (act. 3) additionally supported by 

analysis of usage of standard input devices, e.g. keyboard 

(three teams) and mouse (two teams). This was an optimal 

choice taking into account existence of few off-the-shelf 

libraries for face detection and facial expression recognition 

like Noldus FaceReader, and other. Unfortunately, there are 

no such trusted and freely available solutions for the mobile 

devices, and web applications has serious limitations in the 

access to system resources. That is why other teams relied 

mostly on emotions estimation by analysis of the players’ 
behavior during the gameplay. Additionally, one team 

planned to use fitness bend with Android driven 

smartphones and tablets, while developers of web 

application planned to analyze mouse movements and clicks 

during the play. Finally, available output channels in all 

designed games were defined as gameplay difficulty and 

additional visual effects. 

Although all teams were on the same development stage, 

the progress of their concepts, design and AFFINT 

description varied considerably. While some teams assumed 

additional tests and research of emotion recognition 

possibilities, other teams presented consistent and complete 

vision of the game. For example, Fish Quiz game for young 

players assumed development of motor skills of the player 

as well as broadening his or her knowledge in ichthyology. 

The goals of the player are to click on different fish species 

(Fig.2a), avoiding crabs, and correctly answer quiz 

questions to advance in experience levels and receive 

medals (Fig.2b). The affective model of the player consists 

of two states, namely joy and frustration, which are 

controlled by only one parameter influenced by successful 

and failed clicks. Thus, the input channel contains only 

mouse clicks and players advances within the gameplay. In 

turn, affective intervention controls the fish speed, their 

attraction to the mouse cursor, and the frequency of crabs 

appearance. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig.  2 Sample screens from Fish Quiz game by J.Atroszko, 

A.Cholewczyńska, K.Gersten at the developer stage: a) action mode, b) 

quiz mode  

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The described experiment has brought several interesting 

conclusion about development of affective and affect-aware 

software in general, and usage of AFFINT process, 

specifically. First of all, development of such applications 

demands software engineers with some experience in this 

field or at least trained in the appropriate theory. Contrary 

to initial expectations, it seems impossible to correctly 

project and develop such applications using AFFINT 
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without basic understanding of advantages and limitations of

affective  feedback  loop,  possible  emotion  recognition

methods  and  their  input  channels,  and  also  about  the

possible spectrum of affective interventions. 

Secondly,  not  all  AFFINT  activities  can  be  precisely

defined at the early stage of  requirements specification or

game concept and design, as they may need some additional

tests  or  at  least  tuning.  Using  an  incremental  model  for

AFFINT definition seems to be a good approach.  Despite

described  problems,  AFFINT  process  proved  to  be  very

useful  formalism that  enforces  taking affective issues  into

account during the whole design and development of affect-

aware  and  affective  software,  especially in  e-learning  and

video games. 

Our  future  work  will  focus  on  introducing  some

modifications to AFFINT process in order to make it more

flexible  and  thus  better  tailored  to  deal  with  possible

uncertainty in various aspects in development affect-aware

applications  as  well  as  with  the  specificity  of  agile

methodologies  of  software  development.  Additionally,

analysis  of  AFFINT  documentation  from  all  ten  projects

along with some feedback from developers will allow us to

enrich  the  process  with  a  set  of  predefined  solutions  for

different stages of development of affect-aware applications.
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